
Present:  Ricardo Muñoz, 22 Ward Alderman; Lupe Preston, SER; Luis Concepcion, SER; Rosa Sanchez, 
Erie House; Jim Sifuentes, SAH; Irma Morales; Romina Castillo, Enlace; Cristina de la Rosa, Erie House.

Facilitators: Simone Alexander and Adrian Esquivel, Enlace.

Irma Morales shared with Unilever representatives the letters written by LVEJO and the Chamber 
of Commerce. She also presented residents' perspectives regarding the project

-

The council and Unilever talked about timeline and points from the CBA-

Thursday Unilever submits to City Commission-

Overview of meeting with Unilever (Tuesday March 17 at 1:30)

Unilever entered in an aggressive contract with Prudential to begin construction by June of this 
year before reaching out to Alderman Muñoz

-

Prudential and property acquisition  

CBA

Unilever does not talk about how the community is going to be protected during remediation-

The Council finds a little confusing Unilever's description of truck numbers increase is confusing 
about truck

-

Unilever made it clear that there will be a gradual increase in truck traffic-

Unilever will pay for traffic signal on 26th and other safety signage/measures-

Diesel impact: truck traffic is small percentage of total LV traffic-

Baseline air quality study: according to Unilever, it is difficult to separate truck traffic from total 
traffic in the community therefore they will not do a baseline study / The Council will ask LVEJO to 
explain in more detail the criteria for a baseline, and if it would be possible to ask for one in a 
short period of time.

-

Unilever has talked about the company's responsibility, reducing carbon footprint, and looking 
into more sustainable industrial practices- these internal conversations are focused in their overall 
model and are not particular to the site at 26th and Kostner

-

Traffic study:  Unilever shared with Council the complete traffic study which states that there will 
be a 1.5% of increase traffic as a direct result of their expansion. 

-

Donated land - the site has been changed to an "L" shaped - it was a big deal for them to make 
this space work for their operations

-

Buffer:  Unilever considers that it needs compatible with industrial site / The Council needs to be 
careful at how it presents project proposals for the buffer space to ensure that it provides 
compatible uses / The Council considers that it can negotiate the design elements of this space -
The Council will provide more specific project samples to better visualize other options

-

Quality of Life Plan: The 2005 Plan called for mixed-use in 26th and Kostner (According to the 
American Planning Association definition, Mixed-use zoning refers to "sets of standards for the 
blending of residential, commercial, cultural, institutional, and where appropriate, industrial 
uses") / The 2013 Plan does not provide recommendations about use on the 26th and Kostener 
lot, but it does call for an  improved beautification project that anchors the commercial corridor/ 
The Council would like LVEJO to clarify the information they referenced in the published letter

-

Unilever will not remediating or maintaining the donated land -

Environmental

Employment
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Unilever pushed back on hiring goals-

Questions set forth by the Council: Does the council have the capacity to set up a first source 
hiring center/network? -Many  organizations in the community are already doing it (such as SER) -
Should the Council throw hiring numbers out the window? The Council considers that it would be 
more beneficial if they did not lock the CBA with specific numbers / One possibility for first source 
hiring model would be the BREAD unit where people can sign up through different sources to this 
network; this unit targets specific populations to match with employers and funnel people in job 
opportunities

-

The Council agrees that as long as Unilever commits to working with a training/hiring program, 
both ends will be able to reach common agreements in regard employment goals

-

The Council thinks it is imperative to gather information about the skill level that Unilever requires 
from employees (this information would help  when drafting and planning for hiring programs in 
the community) 

-

The Council could oversee the training-hiring process, it could be the connection between 
Unilever and hiring programs 

-

On site job training- (OJT): The Council needs to better clarify specific goals / There seems to be a 
misunderstanding with the language in the CBA/ A hiring program would cover salary for training 
period / The program would focus on people who already have some of the qualifications and who 
know some of the required tasks and skills / The goal of such program would be to complement 
the trainees knowledge and experience rather. A program like this could incentivize Unilever to 
hire people form neighborhood / The Council considers it is important to make clear to Unilever 
that people entering in a OJT program would not be completely unexperienced.

-

Employment

Unilever has less control about construction jobs - these jobs depend more heavily on Contractor -

Council could request Unilever to be more intentional on the hiring of subcontractors -

There is no community organization that focuses on construction jobs-

Construction

She thinks the CBA was well drafted and that the Council is not making irrational requests, 
including the employment numbers

-

Leverage ends in April -

Local hiring: Unilever does not want to work with the proposed numbers because the company 
does not want to be tied to specific numbers / She suggested to develop a training program 
(pipeline for employment) and present it to  Unilever; for example, a fist source hiring office  
where jobs get posted 5-10 days prior to be released to general public to give priority to people 
participating in local training programs 

-

Council thinks it is very important to educate Unilever about the way in which employment 
services work between the City of Chicago and the Cook County (Cook county and the city merged 
employment services) The Council wants to ensure that the CBA uses language that Unilever 
understands clearly.

-

Conversation with Lawyer from Unilever

They are right on criticizing the rushed process-

Unilever's expansion breaks with the vision of the Chamber of Commerce regarding transforming 
the lot into an anchor for the business corridor

-

Diesel pollution is a deal breaker for LVEJO-

The Council needs to think about how they approach the concerns pointed  by the letter -

The Council and LVEJO will more closely look into the Traffic Study shared by Unilever to point out 
measures that may address air quality.

-

Letter published by LEVEJO and Chamber

Unilever is drafting a one pager to send share with residents-

Upcoming Community Meeting scheduled for March 31st 
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Unilever is drafting a one pager to send share with residents-

Get back to Unilever on Friday or Monday-

SER and Erie House will work on workforce program -

Research project samples for different  elements to be considered as design options for a buffer 
that might be more representative of the community/ Reach out to local artists (Romina and 
Simone)

-

Look into construction hiring process (Adrian)-

Simone will contact LVEJO to talk about traffic study and their concerns-

Next Steps
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